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Women in Aviation International (WAI)
is a nonprofit organization dedicated to
the advancement of women
in all aviation career fields and interests.
Connect. Engage. Inspire.

It’s not merely a motto for WAI, it’s a mindset.
Connecting, inspiring, and engaging women as
they venture into the diverse and exciting aviation
industry is our passion and purpose for existence.
This dedication to the advancement and
encouragement of our more than 14,000
members and our 150 chapters is led by our
well-established scholarship awards,
educational outreach programs, Jobs Connect and
Mentor Connect network, and special events
such as Girls in Aviation Day and our annual
International Women in Aviation Conference.

“The magazine is always
informative, interesting,
and well written.”
		

—from 2021 reader survey

Print Advertising Rates
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Aviation for Women Magazine
WAI’s bimonthly publication is a must read among more than 14,000 members who receive each issue in both
print and digital formats and features inspirational success stories of women who lead in multiple segments
of aviation. It is an excellent way to keep your message alive and in front of our powerful audience
of women, whether they are looking for new career opportunities or have the ability to influence others.
Ad Rates:
Full Page
Half Page
Third Page
Quarter Page
Covers

1x
$2,500
$1,400
$1,200
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$3,000

3x
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Aviation for Girls Magazine

WAI
Corporate
Members receive
a 10% discount
on all print
ad rates.

Designed to inspire future aviators, Aviation for Girls is published annually in print and digital formats and read
by more than 20,000 readers. In partnership with WAI’s expanding Girls in Aviation Day program, more than 20,000
copies of Aviation for Girls are distributed throughout the year. Featuring information about scholarships, internships,
role models, and mentoring, the magazine’s content is geared for girls ages 8-17. Aviation for Girls is an invaluable
opportunity for advertisers to reach a younger market as girls develop their high school and college education
and career paths within the aviation industry.
Girls in Aviation Day 2022 is Saturday, September 24, 2022.
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Book any size ad in
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Kelly Murphy, Director of Communications • kmurphy@wai.org • 703-967-8113
For more details visit www.WAI.org/magazine/advertising.cfm
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Stacy Sheard, WAI 39936
Executive Jet Management/Fanatics
Corporate Helicopter Captain

“I depend on Aviation for
Women for a tie to other
women in aviation fields, to
keep up with advancements,
and new roles of women in
aviation, as well as to follow
those women who I remember.
Thank you for this resource
that just keeps getting better.”
			

—from 2020 reader survey

Ad Materials

Ad Sizes

Magazine Trim Size (in inches)
8.375" x 10.875"
Magazine Bleed Size (in inches)
8.625" x 11.125"
Live Matter—Please do NOT put any
logos and type within .25 inches of the
trim edge. We cannot guarantee trim on
objects outside the live matter area.
Ad Materials:
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electronically in PDF files. They should
be “press” resolution with embedded fonts and CMYK art at 300 dpi. All
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FLIGHTS TO SPACE
Virgin Galactic Launches a New Space Age
T HE L AT E S T
WAI NEWS

Congratulations to WAI Corporate member Virgin Galactic as well as Beth Moses, WAI 97468, and Sirisha Bandla, WAI 97469, as they celebrate their pathfinding journey aboard Virgin Space Ship Unity!
On July 11, 2021, Virgin Galactic flew its first fully crewed rocket-powered test flight, which welcomed the beginning of a new space age. Learn more at www.VirginGalactic.com.
◗ The mission specialists in the cabin were Colin Bennett, lead flight
operations engineer; Beth Moses, chief astronaut instructor; Sirisha Bandla, vice president of government affairs and research operations; and the company’s founder, Sir Richard Branson. The VSS
Unity pilots were Dave Mackay and Michael Masucci, while Kelly
Latimer, WAI 50260, and CJ Sturckow piloted VMS Eve.

Full Page, Non-Bleed—7.375" x 9.875"

Unity 22 crew

Sirisha Bandla

Elizabeth Moses

Fly, Wally, Fly!

Half Page Horizontal—7.375" x 4.875"

Wally Funk, Lifetime member 26, fulfilled her lifelong mission to become an astronaut on July 20, 2021, during New
Shepard’s first human flight. At age 82, Wally became
the oldest person to fly in space and joined Jeff and Mark
Bezos, the first siblings to ever fly in space together, and Oliver Daemen, the youngest person to fly in space at age 18.
WAI members and friends around the world, watched
Wally and her three colleagues during their approximately 10-minute flight to space.
Wally is the first female FAA inspector and first female
NTSB air safety investigator, and was inducted into the WAI
Pioneer Hall of Fame in 1995. The city of Grapevine, Texas,
welcomed Wally home on Saturday, August 7, at noon during a parade along Grapevine’s Historic Main Street.
Watch Blue Origin’s replay of New Shepard’s first human flight at www.BlueOrigin.com.

Half Page Vertical—3.625" x 9.875"
One Third Vertical—2.125" x 9.875"

◗ Wally is all smiles after her New
Shepard flight with Oliver Daemen,
and brothers Jeff and Mark Bezos. The
city of Grapevine, Texas, welcomed
Wally home during a parade (L).
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“Inspirational, educational, and
engaging layout. This publication
feels good in-hand and is fun to
read!”
—from 2021 reader survey

Women of Cirrus Aircraft
(L to R) Beth Duff, Sarah Talucci,
Amy Voss, Ivy McIver
WAI Corporate Member
AFW July/August 2019 cover feature

Conference Advertising
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International Women in Aviation Conference Program
Reach every WAI member! The annual conference program is bound into the March/April
issue of Aviation for Women magazine as a special section. The issue is distributed
both by mail and digitally to all WAI members worldwide. Having the conference
program bound into the center of the magazine allows conference advertisers access
to the entire WAI membership, including those unable to attend the conference.
The conference program has all the details for the three-day event with 4,500 attendees.

The 33rd Annual International
Women in Aviation
Conference
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The Daily at the International
Women in Aviation Conference
The Daily is published on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday during the conference.
Attendees read The Daily for the latest news and events of the day, including your
featured ad. Digital versions will be emailed to all conference attendees and will be
available on the conference app and website for all WAI members and friends.
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“I share the print
magazine with
women who
aren’t even in
aviation, and
girls who are
trying to decide
what to do. And
I read more of
it because it is
print—browsing
is actually easier”
—from 2020 reader survey

Women of ProJet Aviation
(L to R) Madeleine Gilad, Courtney Desmarais, Tina Gray,
Julie O’Brien, Lindsay Arrington
WAI Corporate Member
AFW September/October 2021 cover feature

Editorial Distribution
Flying
WITH A PURPOSE

All year-round Aviation for Women and Aviation for Girls are distributed at international
conferences and meetings, education and career expos, chapter events, and special
gatherings to highlight the diversity of women in aviation. Our more than 14,000
members receive each issue in both print and digital formats.

BY JAMES WYNBRANDT

C

There are
something like
28 different
sectors of the
rotorcraft
industry.

Stacy has had a long
vertical career path
including a medevac pilot
for a children's hospital.

areer-minded students and youngsters interested in aviation, and even
some professional pilots, often overlook the aeronautical field that offers
the greatest career potential and upward mobility: “There are something like 28 different sectors
of the rotorcraft industry,” says Stacy Sheard,
WAI 39936 and board chair of Helicopter Association International. “We run the gamut of
operations, unlike fixed-wing, and they’re all different.” But, she adds, “We’re like a red-headed
stepchild; It’s not the first thing you think about
in aviation.”
Stacy has been thinking about helicopters
since watching them fly overhead on their way
to fight fires when she was a pre-teen in Clovis, California, in the early 1980s. In the years
since, she has significantly elevated awareness of
the opportunities, helping students and aviation
professionals alike find a place in the industry
through career seminars, military-to-civilian
transition programs, and mentoring.
Meanwhile, her vertical career path has been
inspiring in its own right, while proving the rotor community truism, “A helicopter can take
you anywhere.” For Stacy, those positions have
included flying for the U.S. Army; medevac pilot
for a children’s hospital; Sikorsky test pilot; Hollywood SAG screen pilot; electronic news gathering (e.g. news copters); and corporate pilot jobs
on both coasts. She has experience in the Sikorsky S-70, S-76, S-92, and UH-60 Black Hawk;
B e l l 4 3 0 a n d U H -1
Huey; and the Eurocopter AS350 helicopters,
a mong ot hers. Today
she’s a capt ain on an
Agusta Westland AW139
medium twin for a corporate flight department
operated by Executive
Jet Management, as well
as serving as the current
board chair of HAI.
One thing she’s learned

All aviation
people have
a passion for
things that
fly. Helicopter
pilots also have
a passion for
jobs that serve
a purpose and
are useful.

along the way: Red-headed genes or not, helicopter pilots are a breed apart.
“All aviation people have a passion for things
that fly. Helicopter pilots also have a passion for
jobs that serve a purpose and are useful,” she
says, citing search and rescue operations, mosquito mediation spraying, and agriculture ops
ranging from cattle herding to cherry drying
among such fields.
“I see this very clearly when pilots leave the
military; they’re looking for a way to have a purpose,” Stacy observes.
Rotorcraft also attract people “who want
to travel and have adventure,” Stacy says, and
many of her mentees are seeking the rugged
end of the business.
“A lot more women—especially young women—tell me they want to be firefighting or utility pilots—helicopter work that was traditionally
quite male dominated,” she says.
For the record: No official list of distinct helicopter careers actually exists, but Stacy once
began counting and got to 29 before stopping.
Opportunities for nonpiloting careers also
abound, from EMS personnel and flight test engineers, to ever-scarce maintenance technicians.
Stacy never heard about these career possibilities when she was growing up with dreams of
flying helicopters—nor was much information
available almost 20 years later as she prepared
to leave the U.S. Army following a distinguished
flying career.
She couldn’t find any sources for the military-civilian transition, so Stacy began going to
trade shows and other industry events, tirelessly
networking—and learning. HAI and its annual
HELI-EXPO—the world’s largest helicopter exposition—became her go-to resource for both
learning and sharing career information.
Stacy had enlisted in the Army a decade earlier after two years of college, hoping to ultimately
qualify for a slot in helicopter training—the only
aircraft type the service operates that is not remotely or autonomously flown. After almost four
years as a Russian linguist and analyst attached

January/February 2022
2022 Conference Preview, 2021 Girls in Aviation Day coverage
Event Distribution—Heli-Expo, 2022 NGPA Industry Expo, 2022 Schedulers & Dispatchers
Today, Stacy is a captain for
Fanatics, a corporate flight
department operated by
Executive Jet Management based
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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A Day That Ignites Destiny
One of her proudest accomplishments and her
self-professed destiny is the annual Aviation Education & Career Expo she founded in 2005. Now
in its 15th year, over 800 high school and college
students from the surrounding states—Virginia, West Virginia, D.C., Maryland, and Pennsylvania—spend the day at Leesburg Airport learning
about aviation careers and education opportunities. The program features a static aircraft display, over 70 industry exhibitors, and inspiring
guest speakers including military heroes as well
as leaders from all segments of aviation from
airports, airlines, and NASA. This October, the
event will give away over $100,000 in educational
scholarships and flight training awards. To date,
the event has raised over $1.2 million in youth
scholarships, for the aviation industry.
Julie confesses what led her to create the annual expo event was a bit selfish. “A colleague
and I, Sarah Thompson, were chatting over coffee one morning, at Frederick Aviation, and I
was brainstorming ways to reduce the number
of field trips we were accommodating,” she explains. “I have always had a heart for education
and a passion for the industry, but it seemed we
were hosting up to two field trips per week, in
peak season. Sarah mentioned hosting just one
event, in one day, and completing our obligation
◗ ProJet Aviation will host the 15th
Annual Aviation Education & Career
Expo at Leesburg Executive Airport on
October 29, 2021. The daylong event is
geared toward high school and college
students to meet industry leaders, visit
aircraft displays and aviation vendors,
and receive prizes and scholarships.
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CHRISTOPHER MILLER

for the year. I loved it! So, the expo was born.
That first year we entertained approximately 100
students, in our hangar. Fast forward 15 years,
and we have grown tremendously, making an incredible event that changes lives and motivates
the future of aviation.”
Crediting much of her support to grow the
expo, Julie acknowledges ProJet co-founder
Shye Gilad and his wife Madeleine, WAI 65266.
This husband-wife team also has a long history
of aviation experiences that was brought together in Virginia by a unique set of circumstances
and shines a spotlight on another important female executive at ProJet.
Madeleine always thought she would become
a commercial pilot, but that just recently occurred after flying for private charter operations
for years. Her dad gifted her first flight lesson
when she was 16 years old at her hometown California airport near San Francisco called San
Carlos. The flight school there had beautiful
new Diamond aircraft, and she quickly became
obsessed. In high school she washed airplanes,
worked the desk, and decided to attend EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University to feed her aviation passion. After graduation, she was hired by
a regional airline called Atlantic Coast Airlines
(ACA) based at Washington Dulles International
Airport, but following 9/11 she was furloughed.
She then sought out various corporate aviation
jobs at nearby Leesburg Airport selling Diamond
aircraft, and flying the Dornier 228 for a charter
company. “It was a good learning experience,”
Madeleine says, “I really learned all about the
charter business.”
COURTESY OF PROJE T AVIATION

ality here at ProJet are simply hospitality,” Julie
says, adding that she cross-trains her employees
to be both line techs and customers service reps.
And in so doing, she emphasizes, “we are going
to fail together and succeed together.”
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YOUR CORNER

Thunderbird of the Sky

Scholarship Listing Issue
Event Distribution—EAA AirVenture, Oshkosh, Wisconsin, OBAP
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figuring out how to get people from point A to B,
while Shye is a big picture guy,” Madeleine says,
smiling. “I like to get my hands dirty and wanted
to fly, and Shye had the leadership training and
the vision to run the business.”
While ProJet began with one 10-seat Cessna 421 flying domestically and grew to a fleet
of Gulfstream, Challenger, Hawker, Piaggio,
and Falcon aircraft flying internationally, Shye
developed strategic partnerships to grow the
Leesburg Airport marketplace. ProJet acquired
Landmark Aviation’s FBO and maintenance facility at Leesburg in 2012, and sold their aircraft management business to Jet Linx in
2016. ProJet recently announced that Fly ADVANCED is taking over maintenance responsibilities in August 2021.
Today, ProJet is focused on making its Leesburg FBO the private aviation destination of
choice in the D.C. metro region. Leesburg Airport boasts a U.S. Customs facility, multiple
flight schools, and is home to the only remote
control tower in the U.S. through a partnership
with Saab, a defense and security company.
Operating like a well-oiled machine with a talented and diverse team, ProJet is destined to deliver the best possible customer experience with
a passion for hospitality.
✈
Kelly Murphy, WAI 2397, is editor-in-chief of Aviation for Women and Aviation for Girls and WAI
director of communications.

◗ ProJet Aviation clients receive full-

service amenities, catering, and comfort at the gateway to Washington,
D.C., Dulles Tech Corridor, plus Virginia’s horse and wine country.

November/December 2022

M

y story is very unique, but it is not uncommon. Although I was born on a Crow Indian
reservation in Montana with a unique set of
circumstances gifted to me, the struggles, heartaches,
and triumphs that I encountered, many girls encounter. My heritage has always guided me through life's
decisions. My grandparents own the land where the
Battle of Little Bighorn took place; on my reservation
this means you are a Real Bird by blood. Growing up I
did trail rides, reenactments, pow wows, and cultural
ceremonies. Both of my grandparents are very traditional in Crow (native tribe) ways and taught me the
mysticism of the mountains.
Growing up both of my parents worked hard
at anything they chose to pursue, so I never saw
myself as unable to accomplish the challenges I was
given. However, life on the reservation was turbulent, and when I was 17 years old during a summer
basketball camp I met the Morean family. They
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their various aviation talents together
to run the business.
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Worldwide Distribution—Girls in Aviation Day, September 24, 2022

✈ Aviation companies are hiring
✈ Thousands of dollars in
scholarships available for training
✈ Pilot and mechanic shortage continues
✈ Jobs available worldwide—
from small towns to big cities
✈ Travel the world

In addition
to pilot jobs,
aviation
careers are in
many fields.

Engineering
Security
Weather
Scientific Research
Electronics
Airport Management
Manufacturing
Marketing
Law Enforcement
Fire and Rescue
Aviation Law

www.WAI.org/education
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by Jordan Watson

t was my first time at an airport and the first
“ I time
I got in a plane. I want to be a pilot,” said

Phemo from the village of Dikgonnye after her day
at the Sir Seretse Khama International Airport. In
celebration of this year’s UN World Creativity and
Innovation Day, Aviation for Humanity and Dare
to Dream partnered to bring Phemo and 29 other
schoolgirls from rural Botswana to the airport for a
day of education and empowerment.
Having never been to an airport or seen an
aircraft up close, the girls had a day full of firsts.
They were taken on a tour of four aircraft models—the Beechcraft Baron 58, Beechcraft Hawker
800, Cessna Grand Caravan, and Cessna 172—and
spoke directly to pilots and other aviation professionals. They also engaged with the Airbus
Little Engineer program, which allows students

Kelebogile is a fifteen-year-old attendee of this year’s
UN World Creativity and Innovation Day.
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WITH A CAREER
IN AVIATION,
THE SKY’S THE LIMIT

Shawnee has her multiengine rating
and flies a Beech King Air.

Dream

Aviation for Girls 2022

Shawnee Real Bird, WAI 100610, is giving the gift of
flight this summer to students in Wyoming.

became my adoptive parents, and during a family
vacation in Africa that included bushplane flights
and conversations with my adopted father, a pilot
himself, I knew I wanted to learn how to fly. Two
years ago, I started flight training in Florida at the

DARE TO

2023 Conference Preview, Girls in Aviation Day coverage

fly home, and see
home like this, is
Big Medicine.
My advice to
girls thinking
about a flying
career is to
remember you
have an amazing
gift of your voice.
Do what makes
your heart sing.
Growing up Shawnee did trail
Because at the
rides, reenactments, pow wows,
end of the day,
and cultural ceremonies.
when you look in
the mirror, only your reflection looks back. Pursue
the thing that makes you happy; that’s the way the
universe works.

2021

Event Distribution—Chapter Meetings, Career Expos,
Holiday Gatherings
◗ Madeleine and Shye Gilad bring

age of 20. While it’s been very chaotic, everything
has come together in its own way. Being a pilot has
to be a part of you. Like a cowboy with his special
pony, it’s something spectacular but rewarding. It is
like life, and we can all learn to fly in our own way.
Now with my private, instrument, commercial,
multiengine, and instructor certificates, I will continue to build my flight hours in my logbook. This
summer, I relocated to Wyoming to flight instruct
students and to be closer to the reservation and
give the gift of flight. I am proud to bring all my
experiences and opportunities home to my people.
Looking at the Crow Indian Reservation and the
sacred Bighorn Mountains from above reminds
me of the spiritual advice of my grandfather Henry Real Bird, the former Montana poet laureate. I
think of the warriors who would ride horseback
through this area—the Bighorns and Red Lodge—
and go back 100, 200 years and see teepees. I can
almost see and feel what it was like to be a real Indian. People call this Big Medicine. For me, getting to

This summer, Shawnee relocated to Wyoming
to flight instruct students and to be closer to
the reservation and give the gift of flight.

Event Distribution—UAA Fall Education Conference,
RAA Annual Convention, NBAA, ERA General Assembly
At nearby Winchester Regional A irport
(OKV), the Gilads connected with four other
airline pilots (former ACA colleagues) who were
interested in bringing their Part 121 experiences and safety standards to the Part 135 world.
They envisioned a company that was focused on
hospitality with the goal to improve services in
the charter world. The perfect match was made
when the ProJet startup team met with noted
entrepreneur and philanthropist Sheila Johnson, founder and CEO of Salamander Hotels
and Resorts. Her hospitality company, created
in 2005, was developing a unique equestrianinspired Salamander Resort & Spa based just 18
miles away in Middleburg, Virginia. Sheila was
interested, and in 2007 agreed to take an ownership stake in ProJet. “We helped her acquire
her first aircraft, a Gulfstream IV, in 2008, and
I was hired as one of her pilots,” Madeleine says.
She flew Sheila for 10 years and helped acquire
her second aircraft, a Piaggio Avanti, an Italian-manufactured nine-seat twin turboprop
with engines mounted in pusher configuration.
“When I wasn’t flying Ms. Johnson, we chartered the aircraft for other clients. Sometimes
I flew as much as 25 days a month,” Madeleine
says, adding, “She is a very caring person and
does lots of philanthropy—helping hospitals
with infectious diseases in Uganda and providing financial support to women in Rwanda to
start craft or livestock businesses.”
The Gilad team works well. “I love logistics—

by Shawnee Real Bird

A female Native American
pilot from a Montana tribe
shares her gift of flight.

September/October 2022
COURTESY OF PROJE T AVIATION
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◗ Julie O’Brien, general manager, who
believes “aviation is an amazing tool to
assist others in their travel, business,
leisure, and family needs.”

Event Distribution—EBACE, Geneva, Switzerland,
AABI 2022 Annual Meeting

ROBERT KURTZ

Queens
of Hospitality
B Y K E L LY M U R P H Y

◗ The newly renovated ProJet
Aviation lobby is bright and
comfortable, welcoming clients
to the FBO.

NATIONAL BUSINESS AVIATION ASSOCIATION

Each with a unique role, the ProJet
Aviation team members are passionate
about delivering the highest-quality
customer experience. (L to R) Tina
Gray, controller; Lindsay Arrington,
customer service manager and airport
commissioner; Courtney Desmarais, HR
administration/safety officer; Madeleine
Gilad, co-founder; (center) Julie O’Brien,
general manager

nized with ProJet receiving numerous accolades
including recognition as a Washington Business
Journal’s Best Place to Work, Loudoun County
Chamber’s Service Business of the Year, and an
Inc. 500/5000 Fast Growing Company.
How did all this become part of her mantra?
Julie draws on her extensive and varied background in social work, fundraising, marketing,
and advertising. Beginning her career at Maryland’s Frederick Municipal Airport, with Whirlwind Aviation, Julie later became the director
of marketing for Frederick Aviation, and subsequently became a manager for Encore Aviation
and Landmark Aviation. She brought all these
experiences with her when she agreed to take on
the role with ProJet. Instrumental in bringing
extensive tourism traffic to Leesburg through
her marketing efforts, Julie also managed
to orchestrate the return of U.S. Customs to
Leesburg Airport. She serves on the board of directors for “Best You/Best Me,” founded by Paramount Business Jet’s CEO, Richard Zaher, and is
an active participant on the advisory committee
for Paragon Aviation’s Worldwide FBO Network.
She thrives on a long list of projects including
working with airport management, the airport
commission, the Town of Leesburg, as well as local charities. “Our corporate culture and person-

BONNIE KRATZ

A

t the gateway to Washington, D.C.’s Dulles Tech
Corridor, plus Virginia’s
horse and wine country,
sits ProJet Aviation, a fixed
base operator uniquely
placed at Leesburg Executive Airport (JYO). Since 2007, ProJet’s mission
has been to provide private aviation clients with
a memorable concierge service that is steeped in
the ethos of premier aviation hospitality.
Much of that success is driven by Julie
O’Brien, who manages ProJet’s daily operations as general manager and has never had
the same day at work in 22 years. She doesn’t
let a detail pass her radar and she truly believes
in getting things done and bringing people together for common causes. “It’s not a 9-5, sit-ina-cubicle type job,” Julie says. “I spend my day
communicating with my team, clients, airport
commissioners, and tenants, as well as hospitality and customer service training four times a
year. There are a lot of hands-on tasks every day,
whether it’s marshalling an aircraft, ordering
fuel and catering, organizing rental cars—we
don’t live or die by job titles, we all just jump in
and do what it takes. Watching my team succeed
brings me joy.” The dedication has been recog-

May/June 2022

JIM KOEPNICK
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Special Conference Program Guide
Event Distribution—International Women in Aviation Conference, Sun ’n Fun

to explore STEAME-focused (science, technology,
engineering, arts, mathematics, and entrepreneurship) learning, such as aerospace mission
planning, robotics, and 3D modeling.
The girls are students in the Artesia Junior Secondary School in the Kgatleng district of Botswana.
They live in rural settlements surrounding the
village of Artesia. The culture in this region is such
that many girls are not aware that they are able to
pursue any career, let alone a career in a STEAME
field. Following the Creativity and Innovation Day
event, 15-year-old Kelebogile shared, “I learned that
whilst still at my age I have to have a dream, work
hard, and achieve it. The motivation I had from
the captain inspired me and gave me confidence to
work on myself.”
It is the mission of Dare to Dream to advance
African youth, women, and girls by nurturing
their curiosity for and opportunities in STEAME
fields, specifically aviation and aerospace. The
organization was founded by Capt. Kgomotso
Phatsima, WAI 70131 and one of the first female
military pilots in Botswana. Inspired to create an
event that would show Botswanan girls that careers in STEAME are available to them, Capt. Phatsima and Capt. Trudy Cassen, WAI 67592 and the
international outreach director of Dare to Dream,
connected with Aviation for Humanity founder
and President Kimberly Perkins, WAI 55647.
Kimberly is a Gulfstream 650 captain as well
as researcher, writer, and speaker on gender
parity, inclusion, and aviation safety culture. She
founded Aviation for Humanity to support the

education, equality, and empowerment of youth
around the world through the recruitment of the
aviation community and traveling public to deliver school supplies to orphanages, shelters, and
underfunded schools across the globe. Working
together, these three captains were able to show
a group of incredible girls that STEAME career
success is achievable. They hope to continue the
movement and inspire many more.
It is the goal of the two organizations to repeat
this event each quarter in order to create a recurring pathway of empowerment and education for a
total of 120 girls per year. The girls’ transportation
from their rural homes to the airport, food for the
day, and guest speakers are covered by donations to
the program so that each girl can attend for free. To
learn more about upcoming quarterly events and
supporting this Dare to Dream project for empowering the next generation of aviation professionals
in Africa, visit the Aviation for Humanity website
at www.AviationforHumanity.org.

In celebration of this year’s United Nations World
Creativity and Innovation Day, Aviation for Humanity
and Dare to Dream partnered to bring 30 schoolgirls
from rural Botswana to the airport for a day of
education and empowerment.

Looking for an exciting, challenging,
and rewarding career?
#BE APILOT

B ECO M E A N

AIRLINE PILOT
Learn more at
W W W.CLE AREDTODRE AM.ORG
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Girls in Aviation Day will mark its
8th annual international event
to thousands of girls around the
world on September 24, 2022.

WAI Capital Regional Chapter
Girls in Aviation Day 2021
Hosted by Signature Flight
Support at Ronald Reagan
Washington National Airport

“There is a lot of information
covered in this one magazine
that is very helpful for any level
student pilot.”

			

—from 2021 reader survey

Digital Advertising

(Digital analytics are available upon request.)
Develop a print and digital advertising package that expands
your company’s advertising and marketing efforts all year long.

www.WAI.org

The WAI website is an invaluable resource for our members
as well as the aviation industry with news updates, upcoming
event information, as well as membership benefits and programs.
Members and industry stakeholders seeking information on all
things women in aviation and aerospace visit our website.

WAI Connect e-Newsletter
Published monthly, our popular e-Newsletter delivers timely
information to members and presents additional opportunities
for your message to reach them!

WAI Jobs Connect

Select advertising space is available on our website’s members only
Jobs Connect page. WAI Corporate members can post jobs and
internships for free—a complimentary benefit of your company’s
support of WAI. Your open positions will be posted within 2 to 3
business days. Before you know it, you’ll be attracting potential
candidates from our diverse and unique membership that
represents pilots, engineers, maintenance technicians, airport
personnel, schedulers and dispatchers, company executives,
and military personnel.

Book 2

Digital Ad Units and Specs
Website
www.WAI.org
Medium Box Ad
300 x 250
$500 per month
(30-day posting)

WAI Connect
e-Newsletter

Horizontal Banner Ad
800 x 132
Lead Banner $325
Regular Banner $230

Aviation for Women
(6x per year) and

Aviation for Girls
(1x per year)

Digital Announcement
Lead Banner $325
Regular Banner $230

digital ads on
the website and/or
in the WAI Connect
e-Newsletter
and receive a 10%
discount on a
3rd ad.

Aviation for Women and Aviation for Girls are read by WAI members around the world.

With a growing number of
chapters around the world,
WAI represents a diverse and
unique audience including
school-age girls, college students,
young and seasoned professionals,
as well as those that serve in the
armed forces.
Member surveys continually
report the magazine is one of the
top membership benefits.

“Please don’t stop printing the magazine. I give myself permission
to sit down with a cup of tea and read the entire thing. I love the
articles and feel empowered. Its “me” time. If I see a Facebook
post, it blends into everything else and gets glossed over.”
									

—from 2021 reader survey
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